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Module 10 

 

Observational and Cohort Studies 

 

10.1 Introduction 

 

This module throws light on various issues related to Observational and Cohort studies with their 

types and advantages & disadvantages so as to understand their suitability to apply in Population 

Sciences.  

Objective: To make oneself aware about the importance of Observational and Cohort studies and 

thereby, make use of in research on Population Sciences.  

Learning Outcomes: 

1) Understanding the Meaning and Importance of Observational and Cohort studies 

2) Types of Observational and Cohort studies  

3) Advantages and Disadvantages of Observational and Cohort studies  

 

10.2 Observational Studies: Meaning and Importance 

 

Observation is a specific method of data collection wherein the researcher expects to 

observe specific phenomenon or species under the natural environment. However, observational 

studies in contrast (to observation method) try to measure or survey members of a sample without 

affecting them. It means it entirely differs from experimental designs wherein the researcher 

observes the phenomenon or behaviour under a controlled situation. To be specific, 

an observational study draws inferences from a sample to a population where the independent 

variable is not under the control of the researcher because of ethical concerns or logistical 

constraints. Suppose the researcher wants to study the possible effect of a treatment on subjects, 

he will assign all the subjects into a treated group vs. a control group. But here the control group 

is not under the control of the researcher. On the other hand, in experimental design, such 

as randomized controlled trials (RCTs), each subject is randomly assigned to a treated group or a 

control group and then the researcher observes the effects of treatment. Further, in experimental 

design, intervention or treatment is the major criterion to differentiate between experimental and 

control groups.  

 

By contrast, in observational study, the investigator does not intervene and rather simply 

“observes” and assesses the strength of the relationship between an exposure and outcome 

variable of interest. This type of research draws conclusions by comparing subjects against a 

control group in cases where the researcher has no control over the experiment. Such 

observational studies have become more prominent in fields related to epidemiology, psychology, 

social work and other social sciences (Shuttleworth, 2009; Song and Chung, 2010; 

Explorable.com, 2017a; Wikipedia.com, 2017a).  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_(statistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_population
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dependent_and_independent_variables
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dependent_and_independent_variables
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_control
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randomized_controlled_trial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_assignment
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10.2.1 Types of Observational Studies 

 
Figure 10.2:  Types of Observational Studies 

Source: Data below 

 

As most research in social sciences as well as natural sciences uses observational studies, 

researchers have categorised them under the following headings(Shuttleworth, 2009; Song and 

Chung, 2010; Explorable.com, 2017a; Wikipedia.com, 2017a): 

 

 Cross-sectional Studies: In these studies, researchers observe and study a 

phenomenon (or disease) by collecting data from a representative sample of target 

population at a point of time. Attempts are also made to study the different variables 

that are likely to affect the phenomena under study, but cause and effect relationship 

will not be established. In epidemiological terminology, these are known as 

prevalence studies. In these studies, the researcher examines the relationship between 

exposure and outcome prevalence in a defined population without regard to changes 

over time. In simple words, researchers take a measurement (for example,  of a health 

condition or problem and a factor they believe to be related) at a single point in time 

(a snapshot). There is no review of past circumstances, knowledge of whether the 

exposure came before the outcome, or observation of change over time. In the field 

of Population Studies all the gamut of surveys fall under this category, viz., National 

Family Health Surveys (NFHS), District Level Health Surveys (DLHS), Several 

surveys undertaken by the Population Research Centres / Institutes, Individual 

Researchers, etc.  

 

 Cohort Studies: In general, a cohort study is a research program that investigates a 

particular group with a certain trait, and observes over a period of time. Cohort 

studies are based on the existence of a common characteristic, such as years of birth 

or year of marriage, etc.; the former one is coined as birth cohort and the latter as 

marriage cohort. See the following examples: a study of the fertility behaviour of all 
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those women who got married during 2000-2005 and the marriage patterns of all 

those who were born during 1980-85. While in the first case, all those women who 

got married during 2000-2005 have to be contacted and obtaininformation about the 

number of pregnancies they had and different outcomes of the pregnancies that is, 

spontaneous abortion, induced abortion, miscarriages, still births and live births, etc. 

Likewise, in the case of the second example, one should study all those women who 

were born during 1980-85 and collect information about whether they remained 

single, if married, then the age at marriage, any divorce or separation taken place, etc. 

These studies are also known as longitudinal studies or follow-up studies (more 

details will be discussed in the next section).   

 

 Case-control Studies: These were originally developed in epidemiology and of 

course, to a certain extent researchers have started using these in some of the Social 

Sciences. In these studies, two different groups differing in outcome (a particular 

disease) are identified and compared on the basis of some supposed causal attribute 

(prime cause for the disease). Here those who have a disease as coined as ‘Cases’ and 

those who do not have such disease, but belong to similar area, are called controls. 

Researchers then look back into subjects’ history (usually records or relying on 

subject’s recall) to learn about their exposure status. Therefore, these studies are also 

called as ‘retrospective studies’ or ‘case-referent studies’. Studying the role of 

smoking in causing lung cancer is the best example (more details are provided in the 

next module). In the field of Population Studies, these are mostly prominent in 

studying the prevalence of HIV/AIDS (more details will be given in the next 

module).  

 

 Longitudinal Studies / Panel Studies: These are another type of observational studies, 

in which the data is gathered for the same subjects (like in the case of cohort study) 

repeatedly over  a period of time, which may be some years or even decades 

depending upon the topic of interest and resources. These are some sort of cohort 

studies on prospective basis. At times these are also called as panel studies, which 

generally focus on collecting data for repeated measures from the same sample at 

different points in time. Data collected at different time periods are called as 

‘Waves’. In the recent period, WHO’s Study on global AGEing and Adult Health has 

been planned as a longitudinal study to collect data related to the ageing process and 

the health and well-being of adults. The sample consists of ages 50 years and older 

(sample=65964) and a smaller comparative sample of adults aged 18-49 years, from a 

nationally representative sample in six countries viz., China, Ghana, India, Mexico, 

Russian Federation and South Africa. So far, Wave 0 (2002-2004), Wave 1 (2007-

2010) and Wave 2 (2014-15) have been completed and Wave 3 is going to be 

implemented in 2017. Fund raising for Wave 4 and beyond is in progress.   

 

 Ecological Studies: These are also observational studies, which are interested in 

studying the patterns of disease or any phenomenon and its related factor(s) at the 

population level that is, such studies usually defines groups by place, time or both). 

Thus, in these studies the unit analysis is community.  Disease rates and exposures 

are measured in each of a series of populations and their relation is examined. Often 

the information about disease and exposure is abstracted from published statistics and 

therefore, does not require expensive or time consuming data collection. The 

populations compared may be defined in various ways. In ecological studies health 

outcomes are aggregates of individual health data, for example, prevalence, incidence 
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and rate of disease. Generally, these studies focus on assessing the health of the 

population with their potential confounding variables such as demographic and socio-

economic information at district, state and country level. Most of the public health 

and family welfare statistics fall under this category (Lengerich, 2017)  

 

10.2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of Observational Studies  

 

As observational studies are different types, each  of the different types of studies have 

their own strengths and weaknesses, but here only the common ones are listed.  

 

 Strengths 

 

- Provide data / information on ‘real word’ or ‘natural experimentation’ practice 

- Can be a reasonable alternative to Randomized Control Trails (RCTs) 

- Help to formulate hypotheses to be tested in subsequent experiments  

- Provides part of the community-level data needed to design more informative pragmatic 

clinical trials 

- They can inform clinical practice  

- Relatively inexpensive 

- Mostly less time-consuming  

 

 
Figure 10.2: Weaknesses of Observational Studies 

Source: Data below 

 

 

 Weaknesses  

 

- Various types of biases are likely to crop up (Researcher’s side, Data obtained, Data 

interpretation, etc.) 

- Some observational studies are expensive and time consuming  

- Difficult to detect and determine the cause-effect relationships between exposure and 

outcome 

- Subject to recall bias (based on subjects’ memory and reports) 

- Selection of accurate and representative sample from the population is often difficult.   
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10.3 Cohort Studies: Meaning and Importance 

 

Cohort studies are based on the existence of a common characteristic, such as year of 

birth or year of marriage, etc.; the former one is coined as ‘birth cohort’ and the latter as 

‘marriage cohort’. In the case of medicine, cohorts may be people who have taken a certain 

medication, or have a medical condition. At times the researcher may carry out the cohort study 

by dividing a cohort into sub-groups, for example, a cohort of smokers could be sub-divided, with 

one group suffering from obesity and the other not. In this respect, a cohort study is often 

interchangeable with the term, 'naturalistic observation'. The basic principle behind cohort studies 

is observing some phenomenon over a period of time among a group of people who have a 

common trait.  W.H. Frost, an epidemiologist from the early 1900s, was the first to use the word 

“cohort” in his 1935 publication assessing age-specific mortality rates and tuberculosis. The 

modern epidemiological definition of the word now means, a “group of people with defined 

characteristics who are followed up to determine incidence of, or mortality from, some specific 

disease, all causes of death, or some other outcome.” (Morabia, 2004).  

 

10.3.1 Study Design and Types of Cohort Studies  

 

In general, a well-designed cohort study is likely to provide powerful results. In health 

related fields, in a cohort study, an outcome or disease-free study population has to be first 

identified by the exposure or event of interest and followed in time until the disease or outcome 

of interest occurs. Since exposure is identified before the outcome, cohort studies have a temporal 

framework to assess causality and thus, have the potential to provide the strongest scientific 

evidence. The group of people usually sampled and enumerated, but sharing a definite 

characteristic and who will be followed over time; for example, members of a birth cohort share 

the same year of birth. Then the researcher will collect information on exposure to the factor 

being studied, and follows samples of exposed and unexposed people over time. The numbers of 

newly occurring (incident) cases of disease are recorded and compared between exposure groups. 

As time is involved, cohort studies are also known as longitudinal studies or follow-up studies. 

(Shuttleworth, 2009; Song and Chung, 2010; Explorable.com, 2017b; Wikipedia.com, 2017b). 

 

Cohort studies are mainly of two types: the retrospective and the prospective cohort 

studies. The major difference between these two is that in retrospective type, the researchers look 

at phenomena that have already happened and in the case of prospective type, the researcher starts 

looking at the phenomena from the present to a certain period of time in the future.  

 

 
Figure 10.3: Types of Cohort Studies 
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Source: Data below 

 

 Prospective Cohort Study: In a prospective cohort study, the researcher will select sample 

populations that have similar characteristics (traits) and observe a particular outcome 

variable or phenomena over a period of time and thus, the study becomes an ongoing 

process. To maintain validity, all of the subjects must be initially free of the condition 

being tested for. Cohort analysis has been used most extensively in Demography and/or 

Population Sciences, especially in studies of fertility. When statistics show a rise in the 

total fertility rate over a given period, for example, cohort analysis may reveal that this 

result from a lowering of the cohort mean age of fertility rather than simply a rise in the 

cohort total fertility rate. One can also explore the role of other socio-economic factors 

for such a change in fertility.    

 

In medicine, short-term studies commonly use cohort studies as a form of clinical trial, or 

means to test a particular hypothesis of clinical importance. Such studies typically follow 

two groups of patients for a period of time and compare an endpoint or outcome measure 

between the two groups. 

Example: Does exposure to X (say, smoking) associate with outcome Y (say, lung 

cancer)? Such a study would recruit a group of smokers and a group of non-smokers (the 

unexposed group) and follow them for a set period of time and note differences in the 

incidence of lung cancer between the groups at the end of this time. The groups 

are matched in terms of many other variables such as economic status and other health 

status so that the variable being assessed, the independent variable (in this case, smoking) 

can be isolated as the cause of the dependent variable (in this case, lung cancer). In this 

example, a statistically significant increase in the incidence of lung cancer in the smoking 

group as compared to the non-smoking group is evidence in favour of the hypothesis. 

Similarly, one can study the effect of diet, exercise, etc on related health outcomes 

through cohort study analysis for a shorter time period, say 1-3 years. 

 

Advantages: Generates excellent data about underlying trends in a population 

                     Allows the researcher to measure any potential confounding variables / 

                         factors. 

                     In prospective cohort studies, temporal relationships can be established 

         The prospective cohort studies are good to study rare exposure situations and 

                          multiple outcomes 

                     Through prospective cohort studies, there is greater possibility for 

                       generalization of findings   

                     Through prospective cohort studies loss of follow-up cases can be covered 

 

Disadvantages: Prospective cohort studies usually require study over a long period  

   of time  

                                      These studies are more expensive and also difficult to carry out. 

                         Prospective cohort studies need large sample size  

             In prospective cohort studies, errors are likely to occur and at times such 

    errors will be  high 

                         Difficult to select and maintain a ‘non-exposed’ group 

                         Changes can occur over time in both exposure and outcome assessment  
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 Retrospective Cohort Study: In a retrospective cohort study, the researcher will select the 

sample populations that have similar characteristics (traits), but the outcome (fertility, 

marriage, disease, etc.) already has taken place / occurs; which is followed by a look back 

at effect possible exposure / causes for the occurrence of that particular outcome by 

classifying subjects based on their exposure status. As the focus of these studies the focus 

is looking back after a phenomenon has occurred, they are also known as historical 

cohort studies. In Demography and/or Population Sciences, studies related to mortality 

and morbidity fall under this category. For example, one can look into infant mortality for 

a cohort of married women at present and then examining the plausible factor over a 

period of time towards back (i.e., retrospectively by time period).  One can also carry out 

this type of cohort analysis by considering the records / registers maintained over a period 

of time.  

 

In medicine: An investigator accesses a historical roster of all exposed and non-exposed 

persons and then determines their current case / non-case status. The investigator initiates 

the study when the disease is already established in the cohort of individuals, long after 

the measurement of exposure. Doing a retrospective cohort study requires sound data on 

exposure status for both cases and non-cases at a designated earlier time-point. 

 

Example: Suppose investigators wanted to test the hypothesis that working with the 

chemicals involved in tyre manufacturing increases the risk of death. Since this is a fairly 

rare exposure, it would be advantageous to use a special exposure cohort such as 

employees of a large tire manufacturing factory. The employees who actually worked 

with chemicals used in the manufacturing process would be the exposed group, while 

clerical workers and management might constitute the "unexposed" group. However, 

rather than following these subjects for decades, it would be more efficient to use 

employee health and employment records over the past two or three decades as a source 

of data. In essence, the investigators are jumping back in time to identify the study 

cohort at a point in time before the outcome of interest (death) occurred. They can 

classify them as "exposed" or "unexposed" based on their employment records, and they 

can use a number of sources to determine subsequent outcome status, such as death (e.g., 

using health records, next of kin, National Death Index, etc.) 

(phweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/MPH-

Modules/EP/EP713_AnalyticOverview/EP713_AnalyticOverview3.html 

 

Advantages: Good for studying multiple outcomes 

                                  Relatively inexpensive (exposure and outcome already occurred) 

                                  Time to complete is usually short 

 

Disadvantages: Investigator has no control over exposure or outcome assessment – 

                               reliance on record keeping of others 

                           Temporal relationship often difficult to determine 

                           Requires large sample for rare outcomes 

                                        Comparability between exposed and non-exposed difficult to achieve 

 

10.4 Conclusion 

 

Information about the Observational and Cohort studies and their related aspects are provided in 

this module in detail in the above paragraphs. Having understanding the same hope you acquire 
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the knowledge about these two types of studies and thereby, get familiarity to make of them in 

Population Sciences research.  
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